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PROGRAM

At The Space Age Vinyl Arthur Gottschalk
   Music Box Lounge (b. 1952)

Patrick Tsuji, flute
Nick Davies, clarinet

Kenneth Goldsmith, violin
Patrick Moore, cello
Timothy Pitts, bass

Benjamin Krause, piano
Richard Brown, percussion

Karl Blench, conductor 

Our Names Shih-Hui Chen
   (dedicated to Mu, Langeng)  (b. 1962)

Norman Fischer, narrator
Leone Buyse, flute

Michael Webster, clarinet
Jeanne Kierman Fischer, piano

Brandon Bell, percussion
Sonja Harasim, violin
Coleman Itzkoff, cello
David Cho, conductor

Four Bachō Haikai Robert Gross
(b. 1973)

Kenneth Goldsmith, violin
Makiko Hirata, harpsichord 
Lindsey Pietrek, percussion

Five Impromptus for English Horn  Gunther Schuller
   and String Quartet (b. 1925)

Kelly Mozeik, English horn
Ben Odhner, violin

Alex Gonzalez, violin
Jarita Ng, viola

Jarrad Mathie, cello

The reverberative acoustics of Duncan Recital Hall magnify the slightest 
sound made by the audience. Your care and courtesy will be appreciated.  
The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited.



PROGRAM NOTES AND BIOGRAPHIES

At The Space Age Vinyl Music Box Lounge   .     .     .   Arthur Gottschalk 

Space Age: modern, sleek, streamlined. Bachelor pads, rocket ships, Martian 
women.
Vinyl: 33 1/3 RPM albums, grooves, skips, and needles, kinky clothing.
Music Box: little tunes, repeats and revolutions, twinkling mirrors.
Lounge: cocktails, skinny ties, sunglasses indoors. Slow, cool, piano trio jazz.

   ARTHUR GOTTSCHALK is Professor of Music Composition at Rice Uni-
versity’s Shepherd School of Music, having served as the founding Director 
of the Rice Electroacoustic Music Laboratories (REMLabs) and Department 
Chair for many years. Among his honors and awards are the Primo Premio 
Concorso Internazionale di Composizione Originale, a Bogliasco Fellowship 
for further work in Italy, the Charles Ives Prize of the American Academy of 
Arts and Letters, and composer residencies at the famed Columbia-Princeton 
Electronic Music Center and at the Piccolo Spoleto Festival.

          – Note by the composer

Our Names  .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .  Shih-Hui Chen 

   The Text of Our Names was written by Mu, Langeng, a blind poet who 
is a member of the Paiwan indigenous tribe in Taiwan. In 2010, I lived in 
Taiwan as a Fulbright scholar to study its musical and cultural history. As I 
was doing research, I ran across this poem and it immediately spoke to me. 
The indigenous peoples in Taiwan have a plight similar to that of the Native 
American tribes in the United States, and this poem brings awareness to the 
universal injustices suffered by indigenous peoples around the world. The text 
was originally written in Braille, published in Mandarin Chinese, and then, 
with the poet’s permission, translated into English for use in this composition. 
Finally, I included a few short sentences and names in Paiwanese to evoke the 
indigenous nature of the poetry.
   There are two aspects of the music in relation to the poem that reflect 
my studies. First, the main melody of the piece is inspired by music from the 
Paiwan tribe (the tribe to which the poet belongs) for double-piped nose flute. 
The Paiwan is one of only two tribes in the world that use a bamboo double-
piped nose flute. Performers of this rare instrument are in danger of extinc-
tion as the older generation dies away. Furthermore, in order to accurately 
represent modern indigenous culture in which Christianity currently occu-
pies a more important place than traditional mythologies, I highlight the text 
“church bell” in the piece by using the piano and chimes throughout the work. 
Today, more than seventy percent of Aboriginals identify themselves as Chris-
tian. Indeed, the indigenous people of Taiwan encountered Dutch Christian 
missionaries in the early 17th century, before the arrival of the Han people 
from China.
   Our Names was commissioned and premiered by Network for New Music, 
with funding made possible by the Chamber Music America Classical Com-
missioning Program, with generous funding provided by The Andrew W. 
Mellon Foundation and the Chamber Music America Endowment Fund. The 
premiere performance was supported by the Pew Center for Arts & Heritage 
through the Philadelphia Music Project.  



From “primitive” to “indigenous people”
Our names are
Forgotten in the pages of Taiwan’s history
From mountain to the plain
Our destiny, oh, our destiny
Is respected and valued only in the papers of anthropologists
 
A flood of power
Has washed away the glory of
Our ancestors
The shadow of inferiority at the edge of society
Has overflowed in our hearts
 
Our tribal names
Are submerged in the name space of the National ID
Our selfless view of life
Swaying on the scaffolding 
Wandering at the demolition yards,
The mines and the fishing boats
The solemn mythology has turned into
The plot of a tasteless soap opera
The traditional morality
Is trampled in the smoky red-light district
Our noble spirit and tender simplicity
Have diminished with the tolling of church bells

What is left for us?
The footprints that wander, destitute, on the land? 
What is left for us?
Our once great aspirations now dangling off the cliff

If, one day, we refuse to be wanderers in history
Please record our mythologies and traditions
If, one day, we want to stop being wanderers in our own land
Please restore our names and dignity

   SHIH-HUI CHEN is Associate Professor of Composition at the Shepherd 
School of Music at Rice University.  A native of Taiwan, she has an interest 
in learning the Paiwan language even though the majority of young people in 
Paiwan no longer speak it.

          – Note by the composer

Four Bachō Haikai  .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .  Robert Gross

  Since I was a student at the Shepherd School of Music, I had always ad-
mired Kenneth Goldsmith as a performer.  When he premiered Art Gottschalk's 
violin concerto Blue Fantasy, I decided that at some point I was going to ask if 
I, too, could have the privilege of writing a piece for him.  Mr. Goldsmith was 
kind enough to allow me to do so, and suggested both the instrumentation and 
the theme of this piece.  The piece is in four equal-length movements, and each 
movement is structured to represent the proportions of 5:7:5.  Additionally, pitch 
material is derived from the combination of various seven-note modes and 



complementary five-note modes, also a reflection of the haiku's numerological 
properties.  The four haikai that inform the writing of each movement are:

    Ikameshiki                         How harsh it sounds!
    Oto ya arare no                 The spattering of the hail
    Hinoki-gasa                       On my traveling hat!

    Horo horo to                      Quietly, quietly,
    Yamabuki chiru ka  Yellow mountain roses fall -
    Taki no oto                        Sound of the rapids.

    Te o uteba                          I clap my hands
    Kodama ni akuru                 And with the echoes, the day begins to dawn -
    Natsu no tsuki                     The summer moon.
 
    Kogarashi ni                       Against the wintry gust
    Iwa fukitogaru                    How sharp are the rocks
    Sugima kana                      Amid the cedars!

  ROBERT GROSS currently teaches music theory at the Shepherd School of 
Music at Rice University.

          – Note by the composer

Five Impromptus for English Horn   .     .     .     .     .     .  Gunther Schuller
   and String Quartet

  The idea of writing a piece for English horn and strings has been with me for 
at least thirty years and finally came to fruition with the NEA consortium com-
mission of this work by three of the major English Hornists of our day, Thomas 
Stacy, Bert Lucarelli and James Ostryniec. The work was written in the summer 
of 1989.
  As the title suggests, the work is in five relatively brief movements, each—
although strongly contrasting in mood—having in common a kind of impro-
visatory, rhapsodic, impromptu quality: recitative-like, declamatory in the 
first movement; chattily mercurial in the second; the somber, almost dirge-like 
processional of the third; the agitated unpredictability of the fourth, and the 
tranquil song-like lines of the fifth movement, with its “surprising”, boisterous 
Coda.

  GUNTHER SCHULLER’s orchestral works include some of the classics of 
the modern repertoire written for the major orchestras of the world. Prominent 
among these are several masterful examples in the “Concerto for Orchestra” 
genre, though not all of them take that title. The Boston Symphony Orchestra 
and James Levine premiered Where the Word Ends in February 2009. Semyon 
Bychkov and the WDR Symphony Orchestra brought Where the Word Ends to 
the 2010 Proms in London. An earlier work is Spectra (1958), alongside such 
works as the Concerto for Orchestra No. 1: Gala Music (1966), written for the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra; Concerto for Orchestra No. 2 (1976) for the 
National Symphony Orchestra; and Farbenspiel (Concerto for Orchestra No. 
3) (1985), written for the Berlin Philharmonic. The title of the latter, translatable 
as "play of colors," echoes the visual metaphor of Spectra. 
  Only one of Schuller’s large orchestral pieces takes the generic title of 
“symphony”: his colorful Symphony, written in 1965 for the Dallas Symphony 



Orchestra and premiered that year. Schuller himself, however, has described his 
Of Reminiscences and Reflections (1993) as a “symphony for large orchestra.” 
Written for the Louisville Orchestra and winner of the 1994 Pulitzer Prize in Mu-
sic, Of Reminiscences and Reflections is Schuller’s large-scale memorial to his 
wife of 49 years, Marjorie Black. (Another orchestral tribute to Marjorie is The 
Past Is In the Present, written for the centennial of the Cincinnati Symphony and 
premiered in May 1994.) One of his first works performed by a major orchestra 
was his Symphony for Brass and Percussion, played in 1949 by Mitropoulos 
and the New York Philharmonic; his Symphony No. 3, In Praise of Winds (1981) 
is also for wind ensemble. He has also written a Chamber Symphony and a work 
for solo organ titled, simply, Symphony.
  Concertos and concertante works for solo or small ensemble with orchestra 
form a large subgroup within Schuller's output. With his two piano concertos 
(1962 and 1981), two violin concertos (1976 and 1991), two horn concertos (1943 
and 1976), and concertos for trumpet, for flute, and for viola, Schuller has cham-
pioned as soloists unusual but deserving instruments, including alto saxophone, 
bassoon, contrabassoon, organ, and double bass. He has shown a predilection 
for works combining small ensemble and orchestra in his classic Contrasts for 
Wind Quintet and Orchestra (1961), Concerto Festivo for Brass Quintet and 
Orchestra, and the Concerto for String Quartet and Orchestra, to name a few. 
For concert band are Diptych for Brass Quintet and Concert Band (1967), Eine 
Kleine Posaunemusik for trombone and band (1980), and Song and Dance for 
violin and band (1990). 
  As in his concertos, Schuller’s chamber music is for a range of both tradi-
tional and non-traditional forces. These works appear frequently on the pro-
grams of local and internationally known ensembles throughout the United 
States, Europe, and Japan. His String Quartet No. 3 (1986) is prominent in the 
repertoire of, and has been recorded by, the Emerson String Quartet, and the 
Juilliard Quartet has championed his String Quartet No. 4 (2002). The outstand-
ing, exotic mixed-media work Symbiosis (1957) for violin, piano, and percussion, 
written for a Metropolitan Opera Orchestra violinist and his wife, a dancer, is 
but one example of Schuller's embrace of unusual performance opportunities 
and instrumental combinations. 
  Not to be overlooked are Schuller’s original jazz compositions such as Tear-
drop and Jumpin’ in the Future, works that epitomize the composer’s “Third 
Stream” approach, which combines the total-chromatic language of Schoenberg 
and the structural sophistication of the contemporary classical composer with 
the ensemble fluidity and swing of jazz. 
  An educator of extraordinary influence, Schuller served on the faculties of 
the Manhattan School of Music and Yale University; he was, for many years, 
head of contemporary music activities (succeeding Aaron Copland) as well as 
a director of the Tanglewood Music Center, and served as President of the New 
England Conservatory of Music. He is the author of “The Swing Era: The Devel-
opment of Jazz, 1930-1945,” “Early Jazz: Its Roots and Musical Development,” 
“The Complete Conductor,” and many other books. In October 2011, University 
of Rochester Press released the first volume of his memoirs, “Gunther Schuller: 
A Life in Pursuit of Music and Beauty.”
  His music is published by Associated Music Publishers.

          – Note by the composer


